
CITY COUNCIL STAFF SUMMARY  

Meeting Date:  November 21, 2016     Agenda item: 6.5 

Prepared by: Bill Hill       Reviewed by:  Bill Hill 
      

AGENDA ITEM DESCRIPTION:   
Discussion / action – O-2016-020 amending the FY 2016-17 Water Budget due to proposed 
repairs to Trinity Well  (first reading) - City Manager 

 
 Attachments for Reference:   1) 6.5a   Acidization/install new pipe 
        2) 6.5b   Ordinance O-2016-020 
        3) 6.5c   Other Invoices and Report 
         – Pull the Well 
         – Old Pipe Removal   
         – Cleaning the Casing 
         – Sonar Jetting 
         – Jetting for collection samples 
         – WSE Well #9 Report 
         – Install new pump and motor 
 

BACKGROUND / HISTORY:  The Trinity Well was struck by lightening on July 25th and 
became inoperable.  TML insurance will cover the costs associated with the replacement of the 
pump and motor.  Additional maintenance and repair requirements were identified and funded.  
Previous repairs have not fully restored the well to full operation and the current 2016/2017 
Adopted Budget does not include sufficient funds to complete repairs. 
 

DISCUSSION:  While the well was out of service, a camera televising the entire casing of the 
well down to 1170 ft below surface identified two other maintenance requirements.   
1)  Approximately 750 feet of ¾” PVC pipe from the well needed to be removed.   
2)  The “screen vents” located at the bottom of the well (slot holes where the water is pulled into 
the well) were completed plugged and required a process to brush and jet the screen vents to 
remove the build-up that has plugged the well.   
 
After removing the PVC, an operation to brush and clean the well casing was completed.  The 
brushing operation successfully cleaned the casing, but was only successful in removing some of 
the buildup on the inside of the screens.  The operation didn’t remove the iron composite buildup 
on the outside of the screens.  A second cleaning operation called “sonar jet” was conducted to 
break up the build-up, but showed little improvement.  The contractor, Advanced Water Well 

x 



Technologys (AWWT), proposed a acid treatment of the well (a fairly common procedure) at a 
significant cost.  Note: While the vent cleaning has reduced the clogging noticibly, it remains 
substantially clogged.  If we put the pump and motor back in now and ran the well at less than 
full capacity, the clogging will continue and the well would eventually become permanently 
inoperable.   

The Public Works Director and City Manager met with Mr. Grant Snyder ( a Geologist 
Consultant who assisted with the original Well design with URS).  Discussions included several 
options for the well:  

1)      Acidize the well IAW the AWWT plan – If done incorrectly it could possible harm the outer 
gravel pack and cause it to fall and the well to fail.  

2)      Air jet the screens with a 500psi compressor that would push and pull air through the screens  
This was determined that it may or may not work (again an expensive option). 

3)      Take water samples and ship to a speciality lab (WSE lab) in Kansas for analysis and 
recommendations.  One - what minerals and other deposits are causing the build up on the 
screens. Two - what is the chemistry of the water. By knowing the chemistry of the water, the lab 
makes a recommendation as to what chemical we can use to clean the screens and not cause any 
damage to the well. 

With Mr. Snyder’s recommendation, water samples from the well were taken and send to the 
specially lab, which completed their report on October 21st, 2016.   

The report is very technical and the easiest section to read is the interpretations and 
recommendations pgs 6-9.  Results show that our Trinity Well is a complex chemistry problem, 
which was complicated by the galvanized iron material used for the column pipe (the column 
pipe is the piping that is used to put the well pump at the bottom of the well).  Apparently, while 
the well water’s chemistry isn’t overly corrosive, it has reacted with the column pipe causing 
“the bulk of the mobilized iron and resultant staining.”  The mobilized iron is what has clogged 
the vents.  This also explains why when we pulled the column pipe, that the pipe was eroding 
and the threads used to screw the pipes together were failing.  We had budgeted to replace the 
column pipe already.  You will see in the report discussions of bacteria.  To clarify, that is not 
pathogenic bacteria and its presence is not abnormal.   

Recommendations from the lab include: 

1) Fully evacuate the well (remove remaining debris) 
2) Chemical treatment of the well to clear the vents and the filter pack. You will see very specific 
instructions with mixtures to accomplish this.   
3) Disinfect the well 
4) Flush  
5) Put back into operation (using a new column pipe made of a material that won’t react with our 
water) 



 

Based upon the report, the City has two distinct problems that must be solved to fully place the 
Trinity Well back into operation.  1) Replace (945 feet) of Column Pipe used to lower the pump 
and motor into the well with a material that will not react with the water. 2) The screening vents 
that allow the water to enter the well remain clogged and an acid treatment is required.  

Monday October 24th, we had a meeting with our consultant and the contractor (AWWT) to 
determine timeline and costs. Discussions included determining what type of column pipe to use 
and other report recommendations. The conclusion was to use stainless steel column pipe.  This 
pipe is more expensive that normal galvanized steel, but is expected to significantly reduce the 
iron reaction and discoloring of the water.  The use of stainless steel creates challenges, as the 
pipe tend to have a galling effect (like welding) and when the well needs to be pulled, column 
pipe may have to be cut and rethreated, adding to future maintenance costs. 

ATTW, after consulting with their chemical supplier, provided the proposal for completing the 
work (Attachment 6.5a).  The proposal breaks down each line item cost and task associated with 
a slight modification to the recommendation provided by Water Systems Engineering, Inc. The 
modifications were agreed upon by all parties involved, to reduce the number of gallons of acid 
to treat the well.    

Staff briefed the WAC and took a number of questions back to our consultant and AWWT.  The 
most significant question was associated with using stainless steel column pipe to employ the 
pump and the motor at the bottom of the well.  Additionally, staff was provided a email and a 
quote from July 2012 to treat the clogged screening vents.  This indicates that the screening vents 
were completely clogged as early as 2012.  Recent discussions with David Dimeline (PW 
Director at the time) indicated that the treatment was conducted in 2012, but that the results were 
not confirmed by camera.  This is the same treatment that we originally completed in September 
2016 with marginal results.  One can conclude that the treatment likely improved the wells 
capacity, but did not fully repair the clogging problem.  

After another meeting with Mr. Snyder and ATTW, staff concluded that stainless steel was the 
best option.  Additionally, each step proposed by ATTW represented required actions and there 
was little to no opportunity to eliminate steps in order to mitigate the costs.   

The WAC again met on November 7th , staff and Mr. Synder provided a detailed review.  WAC 
approved a recommendation to proceed with the repairs with budget amendment.  

There are two potential cost increases.  1) If acid is not neutralized successfully, then it must be 
evacuated and desposed of using Vacumn truck with a ground storage tank (Frac Trank).  This 
cost could total approximately $10,000.  2) We have purchased a 100 hp pump.  That size was 
originally used when the well had three operational vent screens instead of one (allowed more 
water into the well to be pumped out).  The next procedure will include a pump test, which we 
hope to use a well test pump instead of using the new one.  Should the test conclude the 100 hp 
pump is significantly over capacity, we may be required to purchase a smaller pump (e.g. 70 hp) 
at a cost of approximately $18,000 minus return value of the 100 hp pump.  



20 Water Fund:   

 
The proposed amendment will include the expense to replace the well pump / motor and 
offsetting revenues from TML insurance.  Additionally, it will include the cost of acidizing the 
well and the stainless steel pipe ($105,810) and $11,000 for contingency funding.  This 
additional funding will amend the Transfer in From Reserves (20-599-8099).   

The following maintenance and repairs which have costs associated are completed or in the 
process of being completed: 

- Pulling the well   $  2490 
- Removing old pipe inside well $10,530 
- Cleaning the “screens” / protection $22,850  
- Sonar Jetting    $  3,900  
- Jetting for collection samples  $  5,805 
- Replacing the pump / motor  $48,038 

 
 

COURSES OF ACTION:  Approve the repairs and future Budget Amendment as presented or 
with changes.   
 

FINANCIAL IMPACT:  Approximately $116,810.  There is approximately $1,070,913 in un-
restricted fund balance at the beginning of the Fiscal Year (unaudited).  With the scheduled 
transfer to Capital Replacement Fund and capital purchases (e.g. SCADA System), the fund 
balance available is projected to be approximately $676,776.  This action would lower un-
restricted fund balance to approximately $559,936.  Additionally, at the end of FY 2016-17, the 
City will have $473,330 in the Capital Replacement Fund.   
 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Approve Ordinance O-2016-020 amending the FY 2016-17 
Water Budget due to proposed repairs to Trinity Well 
 
  
 



 
Water Well Technologies
14394 E Interstate Hwy 10
Converse, TX 78109
Office:  830-865-2362 Date:
Fax:      830-865-2363 Customer P.O. Number

TO:

Project Name / No:

Subtotal:
Sales Tax:

Total:

Regulated by:

Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation

PO Box 12157  Austin, TX 78157 1-800-803-9202

SHIPMENT:
Advanced Water Well Technologies

SHIPPING DETAILS: (Contractor)
Proposed Start Date:
All prices above are subject to Federal, State and Local Sales Taxes.

By: DANIEL ADAMS
a written acceptance to this contract by:

/ /

Advanced

Quotation Number:

21 ANY ADDITIONAL RIG TIME AND COMPRESSOR TIME TO REMOVE ACID WILL BE 
INVOICED AT 235.00 PER HR. -$                  

Line Total

235.00$         

Well 7:   Chemical Treat and Test Pump Estimate

10/27/16

Shavano Park

No.

5,170.00$         2 TRIP IN HOLE WITH WORKS STRING, JET OUT ALL DEBRIS COLLECTED IN LOWER 
PORTION OF HOLE ACCUMULATED FROM SONAR JETTING, TRIP OUT

1,800.00$         1,800.00$      1

22

Unit Price

3 TRIP IN TREMMIE TUBING TO TOP OF WELL SCREENS, INSTALL SEALED WELL HEAD TO 
WELL CASING, PREPARE TO PUMP CHEMICAL 12 185.00$         

DESCRIPTION

1 MOBILIZE AND DEMOBILIZE ALL EQUIPMENT NECESSARY TO CHEMICAL TREAT AND 
TEST PUMP WELL

1 2,500.00$      

TRIP WORK STRING TO THE TOTAL DEPTH, JET OUT ALL ACCUMULATED SPENT 
CHEMICAL AND DEBRIS, NEUTRALIZE SPENT CHEMICAL AND DISCHARGE ON SURFACE 
TO NATURAL RUN OFF

24 235.00$         5,640.00$         

7,050.00$         

4 MATERIALS NEEDED FOR HIGH PRESSURE SEALED WELL HEAD 1 385.00$         385.00$            

5

ALL NECESSARY LABOR AND CHEMICALS TO PUMP 750 GALLONS 20% HYDROCHLORIC 
ACID, CONCENTRATION 100%  WITH 3.05 PERCENT DISPERSANT AND .10 OF 
SURFACTANT, CHASE ACID WITH UP TO 1000 GALLONS OF FRESH WATER, LET ACID 
STAND IN WELL FOR A MINIUMN OF 16HRS TO UP TO 36 HRS MONITORING PRESSURE 
ON WELL HEAD.

1 15,875.00$    15,875.00$       

1 750.00$         750.00$            

-$                  

-$                  

1 1,375.00$      

20
AFTER TEST PUMP RESULTS AWWT WILL PLACE RECOMMENDATIONS ON PUMP AND 
MOTOR SIZING, IF THE EXISTING PUMP AND MOTOR PURCHASED BY THE CITY OF 
SHAVANO PARK WILL NOT MEET THE CURRENT CONDITIONS.

19 SHOP SUPPLIES TO INSTALL TEST PUMP AT 945 FT., INCLUDING PVC SOUNDING TUBE

1,375.00$         

10 TRIP IN,  INJECT AND AGITATE UP TO 5000 GALLONS 400 PPM CHLORINATED SOLUTION 
INTO WELL BORE AND SCREENS, LET CHEMICAL STAND IN WELL OVERNIGHT 2,500.00$         

9 CHEMICAL TO NEUTRALIZE SPENT ACID

11 AGITATE AND AIRLIFT SPENT CHEMICAL FROM SCREENS  TO WASTE 24 235.00$         

SIGNATURE:

Alt.2 -$                  

PURCHASER:

Any additional materials needed not included with quote would be added cost to customer
ANY VACUME TRUCKS TO HAUL OFF ACTIVE ACID WILL BE INVOICED TO CITY AT 10 % OVER COST
ANY ASSOCIATED COST FOR FRAC TANKS NEEDED TO STORE HOT ACID, AND FRAC TANK CLEANING AND DELIVERY WILL BE INVOICED TO CITY 10 % 

SCREEN AND FORMATION      

ADDRESS:

  DATE:

This quotation will automatically expire if Purchaser does not deliver
12/31/16

-$                  Subtotal with Alternate:
Sales Tax with Alternate:

Total with Alternate:

ACCEPTANCE OF THIS CONTRACT: The above prices, specifications, and conditions are satisfactory to the purchaser and are hereby accepted with signature below, Fax, Email, or verbal conformation. Purchaser 
authorizes Advanced Water Well Technologies ("AWWT") and its subcontractors to do the work as specified.  All work is to be completed as specified and according to standard industry practices. Any additional work 
or materials required due to unknown well conditions will result in an extra charge over and above the estimate. Our workers are fully covered by Workman's Compensation Insurance. We warranty our craftsmanship 
against craftsmanship defects for one year; defects to be determined on a case by case basis by AWWT. There is a manufacturers warranty on equipment for one year. The manufacturer determines if the equipment 
will be warrantied or not on a case by case basis. Payment is due upon receipt of invoice and balances past due after 30 days are subject to 15% interest per annum.  We thank you for choosing Advanced Water Well 
Technologies.

OVER COST
AWWT WILL BE HELD HARMLESS FROM ANY ASSOCIATED WELL DAMAGE DUE TO AFFECTS OF ACID ON ANY WELL COMPONENTS SUCH AS CASING,

-$                  

QUOTATION

105,810.00$   

105,810.00$   
ALTERNATES:

Alt.1 -$                  

6 REMOVE PRESSURE FROM WELL HEAD, TRIP OUT  TREMMIE TUBING, TRIP IN TO WELL 
SCREENS WITH DOUBLE DISK SURGE BLOCK 14 185.00$         2,590.00$         

7 AGITATE AND AIRLIFT WELL SCREENS FOR UP TO 30 HRS REMOVING SPENT CHEMICAL 
AND DEBRIS, NEUTRALIZE AND DISCHARGE TO SURFACE AND NATURAL RUN OFF 30 235.00$         

20161027-2

2,220.00$         

8

5,640.00$         

12 TRIP IN TO THE TOTAL DEPTH, JET OUT ALL ACCUMULATED DEBRIS AND SPENT 
CHEMICAL TO WASTE 24 235.00$         5,640.00$         

13 INSTALL CITY PURCHASED 100 HP PUMP AND MOTOR AT 945FT FOR TEST PUMP 
OPERATIONS, REMOVE 100 HP PUMP AND MOTOR 32 185.00$         5,920.00$         

16

945 FT 304 STAINLESS STEEL COLUMN PIPE, INCLUDING 3   -  4" X 12" STAINLESS STEEL 
PIPE NIPPLES       ( THIS LINE ITEM IS A ONE TIME BUY, THE  945FT GALVANIZED PIPE 
PURCHASED FROM AWWT BY THE CITY OF SHAVANO PARK, WILL REMAIN IN AWWT 
POSITION AND AWWT WILL, PRICE INCLUDES ALL ASSOCIATED SHIPPING 

1 35,985.00$    35,985.00$       

14
DEVELOP WELL WITH TEST PUMP FOR UP TO 6 HRS. TO FLUSH WELL BEFORE TEST 
PUMPING , LET WELL RECOVER OVER NIGHT, TEST WELL TO VERIFY CURRENT PUMP 
CONDITIONS FOR 36 HR PUMP TEST, COLLECT DATA  AND PROVIDE REPORT TO CITY

42 95.00$           3,990.00$         

15 PERFORM  A 12 WELL RECOVERY, COLLECT DATA  AND PROVIDE REPORT TO CITY 12 95.00$           1,140.00$         

18 CAMERA SURVEY TO VIEW CONDITION OF WELL 1 1,600.00$      1,600.00$         

17 PREP PIPE FOR INSTALLATION 6 90.00$           540.00$            



ORDINANCE O-2016-020 
 
 

AN ORDINANCE APPROVING 1ST BUDGET AMENDMENT FOR FISCAL YEAR 
2016-2017 OF THE CITY OF SHAVANO PARK. 

 
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SHAVANO PARK, 
TEXAS: 

 
Whereas, the Council previously adopted a budget for the City’s 2016-2017 fiscal year; 
and 

 
Whereas, Chapter 102 of the Local Government Code provides the City with the authority 
to make changes in its budget for municipal purposes; and 

 
Whereas, the City Council hereby finds and determines it necessary to amend the budget 
for municipal purposes, listed in the original budget; and 

 
Whereas, the City Council hereby finds and determines that the budget amendment 
provided for herein is in the best interests of the municipal tax payers. 

 
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED by the City Council of the City of Shavano Park, 
Texas: 

 
Section 1. That the City of Shavano Park fiscal year 2016-17 budget shall be amended 
to increase the following line items by amounts reflected: 
 
20-599-7097 Insurance Proceeds (Trinity Well Lightning Strike)    $ 35,529 
20-599-8099 Transfer In-Reserves (Trinity Well-Pipe/Repairs)      $116,810 
 
20-606-6069 Well Site-#9 Trinity Well         $152,339 
  

 
PASSED, ADOPTED AND APPROVED for the first reading by the City Council of the 
City of Shavano Park this 21th day of November, 2016. 

 
PASSED, ADOPTED AND APPROVED for the second reading by the City Council of 
the City of Shavano Park this 19th day of December, 2016. 

 
 
 

 

ROBERT WERNER 
MAYOR 

 
Attest:   Zina Tedford, City Secretary 

 
 
 
Approved as to Form:    

CITY ATTORNEY’S OFFICE 



 
PROJECT  NAME  /  NUMBER:

QUOTATION  NUMBER:
DATE:

CUSTOMER  P.O.  NUMBER:
14394  E  INTERSTATE  HWY  10
CONVERSE,  TX  78109 CUSTOMER  NAME:
OFFICE:    (830)  865-‐2362 ADDRESS  (LINE  1):
FAX:    (830)  865-‐2362 ADDRESS  (LINE  2):

Subtotal:
Sales Tax:

Total:

Regulated by:

Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation

PO Box 12157  Austin, TX 78157 1-800-803-9202

Advanced Water Well Technologies
(Contractor)

All prices above are subject to Federal, State and Local Sales Taxes.
By: 

a written acceptance to this contract by:

2,220.00$                            

2
SHOP  TIME:    CLEAN  UP  EQUIPMENT,  DISASSEMBLE  PUMP,  EQUIPMENT  INSPECTION,  AND  FURNISH  
RECOMMENDATIONS  WITH  PRICING.    SHOP  TIME  $90  PER  HOUR

3 90.00$           270.00$                                  

QUOTATION

This quotation will automatically expire if Purchaser does not deliver

PRIMARY  SCOPE  OF  WORK:

20160726-‐03

Shavano  Park  

Line  Total

7/26/16

No. Unit Hourly  Rate  DESCRIPTION
MOBILIZE  RIG  AND  CREW,  PULL  900'  +/-‐  OF  SUBMERSIBLE  PUMP,  DEMOBILIZE  RIG,  HAUL  PUMPING  
EQUIPMENT  TO  AWWT  FACILITIES  FOR  CLEAN  UP  AND  INSPECTION.    RIG  TIME  $185  PER  HOUR  

1 12 185.00$                        

2,490.00$                            

DEC  1ST  2016

2,490.00$       

2,490.00$       
ALTERNATES:

-$                  

DATE:

ADDRESS:

PHONE NUMBER:

SIGNATURE:

Alt.1 -$               

SHAWN MARLOW 

-$               -$                  

PURCHASER:

This quote is an based on a hourly rate.  Any additional time over and beyond the estimated units above will be billable.     

2,490.00$                            Subtotal  with  Alternate:
Sales  Tax  with  Alternate:

Total  with  Alternate:

ACCEPTANCE OF THIS CONTRACT: The above prices, specifications, and conditions are satisfactory to the purchaser and are hereby accepted with signature below, Fax, Email, or verbal conformation. Purchaser 
authorizes Advanced Water Well Technologies and its subcontractors to do the work as specified.  All work is to be completed as specified and according to standard industry practices. Any additional work or materials 
required due to unknown well conditions will result in an extra charge over and above the estimate. Our workers are fully covered by Workman's Compensation Insurance. We warranty our Craftsmanship for one year. 
There is a manufacturers warranty on equipment for one year. The manufacturer determines if the equipment will be warrantied or not on a case by case basis. Payment is due upon receipt of invoice and balances past 
due after 30 days are subject to 15% interest per annum.  We thank you for choosing Advanced Water Well Technologies.

Alt.2



 
Water Well Technologies
14394 E Interstate Hwy 10
Converse, TX 78109
Office:  830-865-2362 Date:
Fax:      830-865-2363 Customer P.O. Number

TO:

Project Name / No:

Subtotal:
Sales Tax:

Total:

Regulated by:

Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation

PO Box 12157  Austin, TX 78157 1-800-803-9202

SHIPMENT:
Advanced Water Well Technologies

SHIPPING DETAILS: (Contractor)
Proposed Start Date:
All prices above are subject to Federal, State and Local Sales Taxes.

By: Daniel Adams
a written acceptance to this contract by:

/ /

Advanced

Quotation Number:

21 -$                  

Line Total

185.00$         

Fishing Operations

8/9/16

City of Shavano Park

No.

3,885.00$         2 Work Completed To Date: All necessary mob / demob and rig time for fishing operations 

740.00$            740.00$         1

21

Unit Price

3 Work Completed to Date: All necessary shop built fishing tools      90.00 per hr to fabricate 16 90.00$           

DESCRIPTION

1 Work Completed To Date:  Mobilize 2 7/8" work string for fishing operations

Demobilize all 2 7/8" work string provided for fishing operations 1 740.00$         740.00$            

1,650.00$         

4 Work Completed to date: Camera survey # 2 to view condition and location of PVC, discounted 
camera survey provided due to depth of survey viewed 1 800.00$         800.00$            

5 All necessary materials needed to build specialized fishing tools, tools manufactured are on an as 
needed basis 1 475.00$         475.00$            

-$                  

-$                  

-$                  

20

19

-$                  

10 -$                  

9

11

SIGNATURE:

Alt.2 -$                  

PURCHASER:

While attempting to remove PVC from well bore, all fishing operations are in attempt to remove materials from well, but it must be understood that there are
no guarantees in being able to remove all associated items in a certain alotted amount of time. The custumer will be notified on where we are with the fishing
operations dailey, if the custumer chooses to call off fishing operations do to the expense, all hrs worked up to the point of the customer call off all fishing operations  

ADDRESS:

  DATE:

This quotation will automatically expire if Purchaser does not deliver
11/1/16

-$                  Subtotal with Alternate:
Sales Tax with Alternate:

Total with Alternate:

ACCEPTANCE OF THIS CONTRACT: The above prices, specifications, and conditions are satisfactory to the purchaser and are hereby accepted with signature below, Fax, Email, or verbal conformation. Purchaser 
authorizes Advanced Water Well Technologies ("AWWT") and its subcontractors to do the work as specified.  All work is to be completed as specified and according to standard industry practices. Any additional work 
or materials required due to unknown well conditions will result in an extra charge over and above the estimate. Our workers are fully covered by Workman's Compensation Insurance. We warranty our craftsmanship 
against craftsmanship defects for one year; defects to be determined on a case by case basis by AWWT. There is a manufacturers warranty on equipment for one year. The manufacturer determines if the equipment 
will be warrantied or not on a case by case basis. Payment is due upon receipt of invoice and balances past due after 30 days are subject to 15% interest per annum.  We thank you for choosing Advanced Water Well 
Technologies.

are billable and will be invoiced to the City of Shavao park. Any additional camera surveys to assist in removing associated material from the hole will be at 1650.00
Per survey. Once the PVC is removed all additional rehab to clean up the screen wiil be additional expense and quoted to the City Of Shavano Park for approval

-$                  

QUOTATION

10,530.00$     

10,530.00$     
ALTERNATES:

Alt.1 -$                  

6 Work Completed to date: Camera survey # 3 , discounted camera survey provided due to depth of 
survey. Camera survey to view location and condition of PVC 1 800.00$         800.00$            

7 Work completed to Date: Camera survey provided to view condition of well screens, locations of 
any existing PVC and total depth of well 1 1,650.00$      

20160809-1

1,440.00$         

8

-$                  

12 -$                  

13 -$                  

16 -$                  

14 -$                  

15 -$                  

18 -$                  

17 -$                  



 
Water Well Technologies
14394 E Interstate Hwy 10
Converse, TX 78109
Office:  830-865-2362 Date:
Fax:      830-865-2363 Customer P.O. Number

TO:

Project Name / No:

Subtotal:
Sales Tax:

Total:

Regulated by:

Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation

PO Box 12157  Austin, TX 78157 1-800-803-9202

SHIPMENT:
Advanced Water Well Technologies

SHIPPING DETAILS: (Contractor)
Proposed Start Date:
All prices above are subject to Federal, State and Local Sales Taxes.

By: Danile Adams
a written acceptance to this contract by:

/ /

18 -$                  

17 -$                  

16 -$                  

14 -$                  

15 -$                  

-$                  

12 -$                  

13 -$                  

QUOTATION

22,850.00$     

22,850.00$     
ALTERNATES:

Alt.1 -$                  

6 Agitate and airlift well screens jetting out all spent chemical and dissolved iron bacteria to waste, 
trip out of hole 24 235.00$         5,640.00$         

7 Follow up camera survey to view condition of well casing and screens after rehab process is 
complete 1 1,650.00$      

20160815-1

750.00$            

8

SIGNATURE:

Alt.2 -$                  

PURCHASER:

Any additional services needed and not included within quote will be additional cost to city
AWWT is not responsible to condition of casing and screen after rehab due to the unknown condition and integrity of the casing and screen.

ADDRESS:

  DATE:

This quotation will automatically expire if Purchaser does not deliver
11/15/16

-$                  Subtotal with Alternate:
Sales Tax with Alternate:

Total with Alternate:

ACCEPTANCE OF THIS CONTRACT: The above prices, specifications, and conditions are satisfactory to the purchaser and are hereby accepted with signature below, Fax, Email, or verbal conformation. Purchaser 
authorizes Advanced Water Well Technologies ("AWWT") and its subcontractors to do the work as specified.  All work is to be completed as specified and according to standard industry practices. Any additional work 
or materials required due to unknown well conditions will result in an extra charge over and above the estimate. Our workers are fully covered by Workman's Compensation Insurance. We warranty our craftsmanship 
against craftsmanship defects for one year; defects to be determined on a case by case basis by AWWT. There is a manufacturers warranty on equipment for one year. The manufacturer determines if the equipment 
will be warrantied or not on a case by case basis. Payment is due upon receipt of invoice and balances past due after 30 days are subject to 15% interest per annum.  We thank you for choosing Advanced Water Well 
Technologies.

-$                  

-$                  

-$                  

-$                  

1 1,250.00$      

20

19

1,250.00$         

10 -$                  

9 Provide and install Franklin Submonitor Protection in the existing control panel, Existing control 
panel is not equipped with any motor protection besides starter overload protection

11

1,200.00$         

1,650.00$         

4 Trip in to total depth approximately 1170.00 ft, jet out all accumulated debris colleted from 
scratching, jet to find actual solid bottom of well, trip out 24 235.00$         5,640.00$         

5 Trip in agitator to well screens, insert and agitate 1500 gallons 500 PPM chlorinated solution into 
well screen, let solution stand in well screens overnight, 1 2,500.00$      2,500.00$         

Price

3 12" nylon brush for scratching of screens 1 750.00$         

DESCRIPTION

1 Mobilize and demobilize all necessary work string for rehab, 1200 ft  4 1/2" pipe, airline and air 
compressor, open top jetting tank, all necessary pumps, hoses and chemical tanks

After pump is installed super chlorinate well to assist in city collecting 3 consecutive bac T 
samples, samples will be collected by City of Shavano Park. If samples do not pass any additional 
superchlorination/ well disinfection can be offered at $1200.00 Each

1 1,200.00$      

Advanced

Quotation Number:

21 -$                  

Line Total

185.00$         

Well 9 rehab, super chlorination, and franklin Submonitor protection

8/15/16

City of Shavano Park 

No.

2,220.00$         2 Trip in scratcher, scratch screens from 960 to 1013 ft., trip out

2,000.00$         2,000.00$      1

12

Unit



 
Water Well Technologies
14394 E Interstate Hwy 10
Converse, TX 78109
Office:  830-865-2362 Date:
Fax:      830-865-2363 Customer P.O. Number

TO:

Project Name / No:

Subtotal:
Sales Tax:

Total:

Regulated by:

Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation

PO Box 12157  Austin, TX 78157 1-800-803-9202

SHIPMENT:
Advanced Water Well Technologies

SHIPPING DETAILS: (Contractor)
Proposed Start Date:
All prices above are subject to Federal, State and Local Sales Taxes.

By: Daniel Adams
a written acceptance to this contract by:

/ /

Advanced

Quotation Number:

13 -$                  

Line Total

1,650.00$      

Well 7 :  Sonar Jet and Camera Survey

9/14/16

City of Shavano Park

No.

1,650.00$         2 Camera survey to view condition of screen

2,250.00$         2,250.00$      1

1

Unit Price

3

DESCRIPTION

1 Mobilize sonar jet well screens, demobilize

-$                  

-$                  

4 -$                  

5 -$                  

-$                  

-$                  

-$                  

12

11

-$                  

10 -$                  

9

SIGNATURE:

Alt.2 -$                  

PURCHASER:

It is impossible for AWWT to know the integrity of the casing and screen, if the integrity of the casing and screen have been compromised for any reason
( main cause water quality ) AWWT will not be responsible for any damage caused to the well from the affects of the sonar jet

ADDRESS:

  DATE:

This quotation will automatically expire if Purchaser does not deliver
11/14/16

-$                  Subtotal with Alternate:
Sales Tax with Alternate:

Total with Alternate:

ACCEPTANCE OF THIS CONTRACT: The above prices, specifications, and conditions are satisfactory to the purchaser and are hereby accepted with signature below, Fax, Email, or verbal conformation. Purchaser 
authorizes Advanced Water Well Technologies ("AWWT") and its subcontractors to do the work as specified.  All work is to be completed as specified and according to standard industry practices. Any additional work 
or materials required due to unknown well conditions will result in an extra charge over and above the estimate. Our workers are fully covered by Workman's Compensation Insurance. We warranty our craftsmanship 
against craftsmanship defects for one year; defects to be determined on a case by case basis by AWWT. There is a manufacturers warranty on equipment for one year. The manufacturer determines if the equipment 
will be warrantied or not on a case by case basis. Payment is due upon receipt of invoice and balances past due after 30 days are subject to 15% interest per annum.  We thank you for choosing Advanced Water Well 
Technologies.

-$                  

QUOTATION

3,900.00$       

3,900.00$       
ALTERNATES:

Alt.1 -$                  

6 -$                  

7

201609014-2

-$                  

8



 
Water Well Technologies
14394 E Interstate Hwy 10
Converse, TX 78109
Office:  830-865-2362 Date:
Fax:      830-865-2363 Customer P.O. Number

TO:

Project Name / No:

Subtotal:
Sales Tax:

Total:

Regulated by:

Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation

PO Box 12157  Austin, TX 78157 1-800-803-9202

SHIPMENT:
Advanced Water Well Technologies

SHIPPING DETAILS: (Contractor)
Proposed Start Date:
All prices above are subject to Federal, State and Local Sales Taxes.

By: Daniel Adams
a written acceptance to this contract by:

/ /

Advanced

Quotation Number:

21 -$                  

Line Total

185.00$         

Well 7 :  Jet for collection of samples, chemical treat , test pump, 

10/4/16

City of Shavano Park

No.

2,405.00$         2

Mobilize to location, trip in double disk surge block to well screens, insert and agitate chemical 
into screens, trip out, demobilize ( type of chemical and contact time of chemical will be per 
engineers recommendations per type of chemical utilized )   Any additional agitation of chemical 
will be 185.00 per hr.,  chemical cost not included within this quote.

5,805.00$         5,805.00$      1

13

Unit Price

3
Agitate and airlift screens removing spent chemical and debris to waste. Trip out all necessary 
work string. ( Any chemical needed to neutralize chemical removed is not included within this 
quote ) any additional time to remove spent chemical will be 235.00 per hr.

28 235.00$         

DESCRIPTION

1 Mobilize to location, trip in work string to jet at top of screens, remove 3 well volumes of water 
from well, observe engineer collecting sample, trip out all work string from well, demobilize

1 -$               

36 hr. pump test documenting pumping levels  and GPMs, 36 125.00$         4,500.00$         

1,000.00$         

4 Trip in open ended, jet all accumulated spent chemical and debris collected in sump of well, trip 
out 24 235.00$         5,640.00$         

5 Camera survey condition of screens 1 1,650.00$      1,650.00$         

-$                  

-$                  

-$                  

12 125.00$         

20

19

1,500.00$         

10 Provide city wiith detailed report of pump test and recovery -$                  

9 12 hr. recovery, 

11 All necessary shop supplies to install pump, including PVC sounding tube strapped to column pipe 
for eline measurements 1 1,500.00$      

SIGNATURE:

Alt.2 -$                  

PURCHASER:

Any additional materials needed not included with quote would be added cost to customer
Chemical not included in quote
chemical to neutarlize spent chemical not included in quote

Awwt is held harmless from all associated affects of chemical on the well casing, screen and formation 

ADDRESS:

  DATE:

This quotation will automatically expire if Purchaser does not deliver
1/6/16

-$                  Subtotal with Alternate:
Sales Tax with Alternate:

Total with Alternate:

ACCEPTANCE OF THIS CONTRACT: The above prices, specifications, and conditions are satisfactory to the purchaser and are hereby accepted with signature below, Fax, Email, or verbal conformation. Purchaser 
authorizes Advanced Water Well Technologies ("AWWT") and its subcontractors to do the work as specified.  All work is to be completed as specified and according to standard industry practices. Any additional work 
or materials required due to unknown well conditions will result in an extra charge over and above the estimate. Our workers are fully covered by Workman's Compensation Insurance. We warranty our craftsmanship 
against craftsmanship defects for one year; defects to be determined on a case by case basis by AWWT. There is a manufacturers warranty on equipment for one year. The manufacturer determines if the equipment 
will be warrantied or not on a case by case basis. Payment is due upon receipt of invoice and balances past due after 30 days are subject to 15% interest per annum.  We thank you for choosing Advanced Water Well 
Technologies.

additional agitation  of chemical over the time allowed will be 185.00 per
additional time to remove spent chemical over time allowed will be 235.00 per hr.

-$                  

QUOTATION

36,500.00$     

36,500.00$     
ALTERNATES:

Alt.1 -$                  

6 Install test pump utilizing city purchased 100 HP pump and motor and piping at a depth of 
approximately 945 ft., 20 185.00$         3,700.00$         

7  Mobilize, Use the pump to develop / clean up the well screens for a period of up to 8 hrs, 
demobilize           Let well recover over night before starting 36 hr. pump test 8 125.00$         

20161004-16

6,580.00$         

8

1,500.00$         

12 Remove test pump, place recommendations on permanent pumping equipment needed per test 
pump data collected 12 185.00$         2,220.00$         

13 -$                  

16 -$                  

14 -$                  

15 -$                  

18 -$                  

17 -$                  





















 
Water Well Technologies
14394 E Interstate Hwy 10
Converse, TX 78109
Office:  830-865-2362 Date:
Fax:      830-865-2363 Customer P.O. Number

TO:

Project Name / No:

Subtotal:
Sales Tax:

Total:

Regulated by:

Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation

PO Box 12157  Austin, TX 78157 1-800-803-9202

SHIPMENT:
Advanced Water Well Technologies

SHIPPING DETAILS: (Contractor)
Proposed Start Date:
All prices above are subject to Federal, State and Local Sales Taxes.

By: Daniel Adams
a written acceptance to this contract by:

/ /

Advanced

Quotation Number:

21 -$                  

Line Total

185.00$         

Well Pump Repairs

8/1/16

City Of Shavano Park

No.

3,700.00$         2 Mobilize service rig and crew to location, install pump, test system demobilize

1,650.00$         1,650.00$      1

20

Unit Price

3 Shop labor to assemble the new pump and motor, fabricate motor shroud,  tighten all pipe 
couplings on new 4" pipe 9 90.00$           

DESCRIPTION

1 Camera survey well bore

3 33.00$           

4" column pipe check valves 3 317.00$         951.00$            

10,957.00$       

4 load up all pumping equipment on crane truck, haul all new pipe, pump and motor to location, off 
load materials utilizing crane truck, demobilize crane 4 185.00$         740.00$            

5 100 HP franklin HI TEMP 460 Volt Motor 1 22,491.00$    22,491.00$       

-$                  

-$                  

-$                  

1 300.00$         

20

19

300.00$            

10 4" X 12" galvanized pipe nipples 99.00$              

9 10" Motor Shroud material

11
Misc shop supplies to install pump, including all necessary electrical splice kits, 2" pipe wrap, 
stainless steel bandit material, stainless steel buckles, red rubber gasket materials and gaskets, 
electrical tape

1

SIGNATURE:

Alt.2 -$                  

PURCHASER:

Any additional labor due to unknown well conditions will be billable at 185.00 Per Hr.   AWWT does not expect any additional labor to install at this time
Any additional materials not listed in this quote will be billable and quoted to city before purchased,  AWWT does not expect and additional parts at this time

ADDRESS:

  DATE:

This quotation will automatically expire if Purchaser does not deliver
8/1/16

-$                  Subtotal with Alternate:
Sales Tax with Alternate:

Total with Alternate:

ACCEPTANCE OF THIS CONTRACT: The above prices, specifications, and conditions are satisfactory to the purchaser and are hereby accepted with signature below, Fax, Email, or verbal conformation. Purchaser 
authorizes Advanced Water Well Technologies ("AWWT") and its subcontractors to do the work as specified.  All work is to be completed as specified and according to standard industry practices. Any additional work 
or materials required due to unknown well conditions will result in an extra charge over and above the estimate. Our workers are fully covered by Workman's Compensation Insurance. We warranty our craftsmanship 
against craftsmanship defects for one year; defects to be determined on a case by case basis by AWWT. There is a manufacturers warranty on equipment for one year. The manufacturer determines if the equipment 
will be warrantied or not on a case by case basis. Payment is due upon receipt of invoice and balances past due after 30 days are subject to 15% interest per annum.  We thank you for choosing Advanced Water Well 
Technologies.

-$                  

QUOTATION

48,036.00$     

48,036.00$     
ALTERNATES:

Alt.1 -$                  

6 6 CHC 14 stage pump assembly 1 5,463.00$      5,463.00$         

7 945 ft  4" galvanized T and C  pipe 1 10,957.00$    

20160801-2

810.00$            

8

750.00$         750.00$            

12 Airline gauge and bracket, City will provide new airline, airline installed at no additional cost 1 125.00$         125.00$            

13 -$                  

16 -$                  

14 -$                  

15 -$                  

18 -$                  

17 -$                  
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